




What you will need:
Materials 
PVA glue, diluted (1:1) water
Empty plastic drinks bottle(s)
White tissue paper (ideally wet strength) 
Coloured tissue paper shapes (see template)
Paper doillies, Glowsticks (one for each bottle)

Tools 
Scissors
Sponge or paintbrush 
Tray for glue (we recycled a plastic food container)
Apron to protect clothes (if not wearing old clothes)



1: prepare your work surface & plastic bottles

Clean and dry your work surface. 
Wear old clothes or protect your clothes with an apron.
Prepare plastic drinks bottles by washing thoroughly and removing all labels 



2. Prepare the other materials

Pour PVA glue into tray and add water - mix thoroughly with sponge or paintbrush
Tear or cut a piece of tissue paper large enough to cover each bottle
Cut sections of paper doilly to fit around bottle



3: Glue tissue paper to plastic bottle(s)

Apply a thin layer of glue to one piece of tissue paper
Lay the bottle on the tissue paper, attach the end of the paper to the bottle
Carefully roll the bottle, attaching the tissue paper to the bottle as you roll.
Cut or tear any excess tissue paper from the top of the bottle
Fold any excess paper under the bottle at the base



4: Add decorative elements to the bottle(s)

Add a little more glue to the bottle where you would like to add a piece of doily
Use a sponge or paintbrush to apply pieces of paper doily to make a pleasing pattern
Leave the bottle to dry (for an hour or overnight, depending on how much glue was used)



5. Add coloured tissue paper shapes

Use templates to cut out shapes from tissue paper
A pdf of the skull shape is available below (contact us if you need help getting the template)
Skulls, flowers & butterflies are often used to decorate Ofrenda items
You could also add small sections from colouring books or magazines



6. Light the lantern(s)

Remove glowsticks from the pack
Bend each glowstick to make it light up
Drop a glowstick into each bottle and add them to your Ofrenda


